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4.9

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

This section evaluates impacts of the proposed Mitchell Farms Subdivision (project) in relation
to drainage and water quality. The existing hydrology, water quality, and drainage of the project
site are described; associated regulatory requirements are identified; and potential impacts
evaluated. Mitigation measures related to implementation of the proposed project are included, if
necessary. The potential for localized and regional flooding to occur is also evaluated.
The analysis in this section is based on the drainage analysis provided in the technical
memorandum Impact Analysis of Proposed Mitchell Farms Development Along South Branch
Arcade Creek, Citrus Heights CA, prepared by Watermark Engineering Inc., November 3, 2017.
This report is provided in Appendix F.
The Notice of Preparation and comment letters received in response to the Notice of Preparation
are included in Appendix A. No comments were received related to hydrology and water quality.

4.9.1

Environmental Setting

The project site is located in the City of Citrus Heights (City), approximately 4.5 miles east of
Interstate 80. The project site is generally bounded by Arcadia Drive and Greenback Lane on the
south, Fair Oaks Boulevard to the east, Sunrise Boulevard to the west, and residential uses and an
electrical substation to the north. Adjacent uses include a mix of office and commercial uses
adjacent to Sunrise Boulevard to the west, to the south of Arcadia Drive and Greenback Lane, and
to the east along Fair Oaks Boulevard. To the north is an electrical substation, a Citrus Heights
Water District well, and residential development.
Groundwater
Regional Groundwater
The Sacramento Valley Groundwater Basin encompasses 548 square miles and underlies Sutter,
Placer, and Sacramento Counties. Citrus Heights is located on the Fair Oaks (geologic) Formation,
which is composed of relatively thick deposits of silt and clay with thinner deposits of sand and
gravel. The Fair Oaks Formation can yield moderate to high quantities of water. Wells greater than
300 feet deep may encounter the underlying Mehrten Formation, which results in water yields
roughly equivalent to the Fair Oaks Formation. Groundwater in the vicinity of the City generally
flows to the west and ranges in depth from approximately 80 feet above mean sea level in the east to
20 feet below mean sea level in the west (City of Citrus Heights 2011a).
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Groundwater Quality
Most of the Sacramento Valley Groundwater Basin has good water quality; however, localized
portions may have marginal water quality due to natural variability in the aquifer and/or potential
contamination from spills. Three major groundwater types occur within this region: magnesium
calcium bicarbonate or calcium magnesium bicarbonate, magnesium sodium bicarbonate or
sodium magnesium bicarbonate, and sodium calcium bicarbonate or calcium sodium
bicarbonate. These groundwater types may have elevated levels of total dissolved solids,
chloride, sodium, bicarbonate, boron, fluoride, nitrate, iron, manganese, and arsenic in some
locations (California DWR 2003).
Human-induced groundwater quality impairments are generally associated with individual septic
system development in shallow, unconfined portions of aquifers or in fractured hard rock areas
where insufficient soil depths are available to properly leach effluent before it reaches the
groundwater supply. From 1994 through 2000, 1,356 public supply water wells were sampled in
51 of the 88 basins and subbasins in the Sacramento River Hydrologic Region. Samples
indicated that 1,282 wells, or 95%, met the state’s primary maximum contaminant levels for
drinking water. Seventy-four wells, or 5%, had constituents that exceed one or more maximum
contaminant level for nitrates, pesticides, volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic
compounds, inorganic compounds, and/or radiological compounds (California DWR 2003).
Project Site Groundwater
The project site overlies the South American Groundwater Subbasin of the Sacramento Valley
Groundwater Basin. Groundwater quality is generally good, with an average total dissolved
solids content of 221 parts per million (California DWR 2003). Groundwater is a primary source
of water supply for domestic, municipal, and agricultural uses throughout Sacramento County.
Although groundwater overdraft is occurring in portions of Sacramento County, overdraft is not
occurring in the Citrus Heights area. Groundwater quality in Citrus Heights has not been
comprehensively documented. However, the City is not included in any known regional plume
of gross groundwater contamination. Thus, groundwater quality is considered to be good in the
Citrus Heights area (City of Citrus Heights 2011a).
No active or inactive groundwater wells were observed or are known to exist on the project site. The
Citrus Heights Water District provides potable water service to the project area. No site-specific
shallow groundwater information is available for the project site. Based on available records, shallow
groundwater at an environmental cleanup site, located approximately 2,900 feet north of the site,
occurs at a depth of 19 to 34 feet below ground surface and flows to the west-southwest (ADR 2016).
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Surface Water
Regional Surface Hydrology
The project site is located within the Arcade Creek watershed, which encompasses 38 square miles.
Perennial Arcade Creek and associated named and unnamed tributaries drain the southern half of
the City and portions of unincorporated Sacramento County. Arcade Creek flows west past
American River College and through Del Paso Park, draining into the Natomas Main Drainage
Canal and ultimately into the Sacramento River (City of Citrus Heights 2011a).
Headwaters of Arcade Creek originate in Sacramento County, draining the southwest portion of
Orangevale. This stream maintains perennial flows, except in the upper reaches. Similarly, many
of the named and unnamed tributaries maintain perennial flows, although historically these
streams were seasonal, flowing under the influence of precipitation. As such, a significant
portion of perennial flow in drainages associated with Arcade Creek is composed of urban
runoff, with current dry-season summer flows likely greater than historic summer flows because
of this runoff (City of Citrus Heights 2011a).
Project Site Surface Hydrology
The approximately 56-acre project site is bisected by the South Branch of Arcade Creek, which
passes through the center of the site in a southeast to northwest direction, joining the main stem
of Arcade Creek east of Sunrise Boulevard. The project site generally slopes downhill from
southeast to northwest, with elevations ranging from approximately 170 feet at the southeastern
boundary to approximately 150 feet at the northwestern boundary. Existing drainage within the
project site occurs as sheet flow into the South Branch of Arcade Creek. Soils on the project site
are classified as having a low infiltration rate (Hydrologic Soils Group D), which generally
promotes high surface water runoff (Appendix F).
Local Flooding
Portions of the project site adjacent to the South Branch of Arcade Creek are within the 100-year
floodplain, as designated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (City of
Citrus Heights 2011a).
In 2006, Watermark Engineering prepared a Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis
System (HEC-RAS) hydraulic model of the South Branch of Arcade Creek that flows through
the proposed Gum Ranch project site, located approximately 1 mile southeast of the Mitchell
Farms project site. The hydraulic model used Sacramento County SacCalc hydrologic
information, from Arcade Creek and its tributaries to route the flow along the South Branch of
Arcade Creek using step-backwater computations to determine water surface elevations at
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selected cross-sections along the waterway. The 2006 Gum Ranch study was recently updated in
2012 by West Yost and Associates to evaluate a detention basin and road-crossing
improvements. West Yost and Associates also used the SacCalc model as input to HEC-RAS
modeling, but converted the HEC-RAS model from a steady-state to a dynamic model. West
Yost and Associates provided the models and support documentation to Watermark Engineering
for the proposed project analysis. The West Yost and Associates data was used to develop an
XP-SWMM model for the proposed project analysis using the 100-year storm and corresponding
runoff as the basis of the analysis. Based on the findings of the analysis, existing 100-year creek
flows range from 895 cubic feet per second (cfs) to 1,019 cfs, with respective water surface
elevations of 161.60 feet and 151.35 feet, at four select locations within the project site
(Watermark Engineering 2017). In November 2017, Watermark Engineering prepared an update
regarding the proposed project impact on the South Branch of Arcade Creek. Watermark utilized
the downstream portion of the West Yost and Associates model in order to create a baseline and
was modified in order to characterize the specific characteristics of the project site. Watermark
Engineering found that, under existing conditions, the project site watershed contributed about
18.8 cfs when the main-stem peak flow passes the downstream boundary of the site; the existing
main-steam peak flow is 993 cfs at the 13 hours, 33 minutes mark of the 24-hour storm.
Regional Surface Water Quality
The Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) establishes water quality
objectives to protect the recognized beneficial uses of watersheds within the region. The
beneficial uses of Arcade Creek include municipal and domestic water supply; agricultural and
industrial water supply; recreation; groundwater recharge; aesthetic enjoyment; fresh water
replenishment; and preservation and enhancement of fish, wildlife, and other aquatic resources.
Stormwater runoff from rural and urban areas may contain excessive levels of pollutants (e.g.,
pesticides, herbicides, hydrocarbons), adversely affecting fish populations and other aquatic life
in streams and possibly negatively affecting municipal, domestic, agricultural, recreational, and
other beneficial uses of the water (Central Valley RWQCB 2016).
Water quality degradation from non-point-source pollutants is primarily the result of stormwater
runoff carrying pollutants from the land surface to receiving waters. The types of pollutants that
may be transported to receiving waters depend on the land uses and associated activities. Within
the City, urban/commercial uses may contribute to non-point-source pollution as a result of
stormwater runoff containing hydrocarbons and other pollutants resulting from automotive use
(brake lining dust, tire particles, coolant), sediment from erosion of exposed soils, chemicals
(pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, paints, paint thinners, solvents), heavy metals, and coliform
bacteria and nitrates (pet waste, septic contamination). The Arcade Creek watershed is highly
urbanized with predominantly residential, commercial, and transportation infrastructure, such as
roads, parking lots, and railroads (City of Sacramento 2003).
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Arcade Creek has been identified under the federal Clean Water Act Section 303(d)(1)(A) as an
impaired water body due to elevated concentrations of the insecticides diazinon and chlorpyrifos,
in addition to dissolved copper, mercury, and methylmercury (Central Valley RWQCB RESO
No. R5-2004-0109). A total maximum daily load was established for the creek that includes
water quality objectives and numeric targets to ensure that water in the creek is maintained free
of toxic substances. Based on the last Water Quality Progress report, water quality is improving
in the creek, but has not yet reached the total maximum daily load targets (EPA 2015).

4.9.2

Regulatory Setting

Federal and State Regulations
Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act is a 1977 amendment to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972,
which establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants to waters of the
United States. Section 303 of the Clean Water Act requires states to adopt water quality
standards (discussed in the following text) as part of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES).
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates the placement of fill or dredged materials that
affect waters of the United States, which include stream courses and jurisdictional wetlands. The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates these activities under the authority of Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would regulate any development within the
project site that affects jurisdictional wetlands.
In California, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and RWQCBs also regulate
activities in waters of the United States through Section 401 of the Clean Water Act. A 401
certification is necessary to obtain a 404 permit for construction in wetlands/habitat where waters
of the United States are impacted.
NPDES Stormwater Discharge Permits
Surface water quality is regulated by the NPDES program, which was developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency in accordance with Section 303 of the Clean Water Act. In
California, the SWRCB administers the NPDES program, and each RWQCB implements and
enforces it. The NPDES program, designed to protect surface water quality, is applicable to all
discharges to waters of the United States, including stormwater discharges associated with
municipal drainage systems, construction activities, industrial operations, and “point sources”
(such as wastewater treatment plant discharges and other direct discharges to water bodies).
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In April 2003, the SWRCB adopted an NPDES Phase II General Permit for the Discharge of
Storm Water from small municipal separate storm sewer systems to provide NPDES permit
coverage to municipalities that were not covered under the NPDES Phase I Rule for municipalities
serving more than 100,000 people. The City has been designated as part of an encompassing
municipal separate storm sewer system that includes Elk Grove, Folsom, Galt, Rancho Cordova,
Sacramento, and the County of Sacramento, in accordance with Central Valley RWQCB Order R52015-0023, NPDES No. CAS082597. Under this permit, stormwater discharges cannot cause or
contribute to an exceedance of water quality standards contained in a Statewide Water Quality
Control Plan, the California Toxics Rule, or the applicable RWQCB basin plan. For the City, the
applicable basin plan is the Water Quality Control Plan for the Sacramento River and the San
Joaquin River Basins (Central Valley RWQCB 2016). The Basin Plan establishes water quality
objectives and implementation programs to meet stated objectives and to protect the beneficial uses
of water in the basin, in compliance with the federal Clean Water Act and the state Porter-Cologne
Water Quality Control Act (discussed further in the following text).
The Central Valley RWQCB issues NPDES permits for construction activities involving
disturbance of 1 acre or more. The conditions of the state’s General Permit for stormwater
discharges associated with construction activities, Order Number 2012-0006-DWQ, NPDES
Permit No. CAS000002 (SWRCB 2012), require development and implementation of a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which must address the following:


Implementation of Best Available Technology Economically Achievable and Best
Conventional Pollutant Control Technology to reduce or eliminate pollutants in
stormwater runoff.



Plans for implementation of structural and operational best management practices
(BMPs) to prevent and control impacts to surface water during construction.



Inspection and maintenance of BMPs throughout all phases of construction.



Monitoring of runoff quality during all phases of construction.



A plan for preventing and controlling post-construction impacts to runoff quality.

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act of 1969
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne), California Water Code,
Section 13000, is the principal law governing water quality regulation in California. This statute
established the SWRCB and the nine RWQCBs, which are charged with implementing its
provisions. Porter-Cologne establishes a comprehensive program for the protection of water
quality and the beneficial uses of water. This act applies to surface waters, wetlands, and
groundwater, and to point sources and non-point sources. Porter-Cologne also incorporates many
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provisions of the federal Clean Water Act, such as delegation to the SWRCB and RWQCBs of
the NPDES permitting program.
The SWRCB allocates rights for the use of surface water and, with the nine RWQCBs, protects
water quality in all waters of the state. The SWRCB provides program guidance and oversight,
allocates funds, and reviews RWQCB decisions. The RWQCBs are responsible for individual
permitting, inspection, and enforcement actions within the nine hydrologic regions. The project
site is located within Region 5, the Central Valley RWQCB.
Flood Protection
FEMA is responsible for determining flood elevations based on available studies, pursuant to the
National Flood Insurance Program Final Rule (44 CFR 59, 61). FEMA is also responsible for
developing the Flood Insurance Rate Maps, which are used in the National Flood Insurance
Program. Participation in the National Flood Insurance Program allows property owners to
purchase flood insurance, provided that the community complies with FEMA requirements for
maintaining flood protection and managing development in the 100-year floodplain.
Groundwater
The SWRCB regulates activities that could result in adverse impacts to groundwater quality.
Policies and regulations promulgated by the SWRCB (either under its Clean Water Act authority
or state-derived authority) are implemented and enforced in the project area by the Central
Valley RWQCB. In general, SWRCB policy prohibits degradation of groundwater quality; in
cases where impacts occur, the Central Valley RWQCB typically requires restoration of
impacted aquifers such that residual concentrations do not exceed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s maximum contaminant levels for drinking water. In cases where the aquifer
is hydraulically connected to a surface water body, fresh water aquatic habitat water quality
criteria may be imposed as cleanup levels.
Streambed Alteration Program
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Lake and Streambed Alteration Program
(California Fish and Game Code, Section 1600 et seq.) requires any person who proposes a
project that will substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow or substantially change the bed,
channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake, or who will use materials from a streambed, to
obtain a Streambed Alteration Agreement from the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
before beginning the project. Notification is generally required for any project that will take
place in or in the vicinity of a river, stream, or lake, or its tributaries. This includes rivers or
streams that flow at least periodically through a bed or channel, with banks that support fish or
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other aquatic life, and watercourses that have a surface or subsurface flow that supports or has
supported riparian vegetation.
Local Regulations
City of Citrus Heights Code of Ordinances
City of Citrus Heights Code of Ordinances, Article XII, Land Grading and Erosion Control,
regulates grading to minimize damage to surrounding properties and public rights-of-way;
minimize the degradation of water quality of waterways; minimize the disruption of natural or
authorized drainage flows caused by the activities of clearing, grubbing, grading, filling, and
excavating of land; and minimize sediment and pollutant runoff from other construction-related
activities. In addition, these ordinances regulate grading such that it complies with the provisions
of Sacramento County NPDES Permit Number CA0082597, Sacramento Area Stormwater
Program, issued by the Central Valley RWQCB.
The City of Citrus Heights Zoning Code 106.30.040 (Creekside Development and Flood Hazard
Mitigation) applies to any non-public-works proposed development on any site adjacent to or
crossed by a mapped watercourse and to all properties shown in the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate
Maps as being partly or entirely located in an area subject to flooding by a 100-year flood. The
ordinance requires that all structures be setback a minimum of 2.5 times the height of the stream
bank plus 30 feet, or 30 feet outward from the stream bank, whichever is greater. It also prohibits
development, including fill and grading (other than for trail construction) within the 100-year
floodplain, except under certain circumstances.
City of Citrus Heights General Plan
The City of Citrus Heights updated its General Plan in August 2011. Applicable hydrology and
water quality goals and policies from Chapter 3, Resource Conservation, and Chapter 4,
Community Health, are listed below (City of Citrus Heights 2011b, 2011c):
Goal 34:

Preserve, protect and enhance natural habitat areas, including creek and riparian
corridors, oak woodlands, and wetlands.
Policy 34.1:

Goal 37:

Preserve continuous riparian corridors and adjacent habitat along
the City’s creeks and waterways.

Ensure that surface and groundwater quality supports public use, enjoyment and a
healthy aquatic environment.
Policy 37.1:

Implement low impact development strategies to create water
conserving landscapes.
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Policy 37.3:

Goal 49:

4.9.3

Implement water sensitive urban design techniques to promote
water efficiency and protect water quality.

Implement stormwater management programs to protect life and property from
flood related hazards.
Policy 49.1:

Promote drainage improvements through natural means and
practices that minimize flooding.

Policy 49.8:

Reduce pollutants being discharged into the drainage system to the
maximum extent feasible to meet required federal National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System standards.

Impacts

Methods of Analysis
A preliminary drainage study was prepared for the project site by Watermark Engineering in
2017 (see Appendix F) to estimate existing 100-year runoff flow rates and flood elevations
compared to proposed project conditions. This impact analysis incorporates the results of that
study to identify potential proposed project impacts associated with drainage and postconstruction water quality.
In determining the level of significance, the analysis assumes that the proposed project would
comply with all applicable state and local ordinances and regulations, as summarized in Section
4.9.2, Regulatory Setting.
Significance Criteria
Based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (14 CCR 15000 et seq.), potentially significant
impacts associated with hydrology and water quality from implementation of the proposed
project, including construction and operation phases, have been evaluated with respect to the
following significance criteria. Would the project:


Substantially degrade surface or groundwater quality (i.e., during construction or operation)?



Cause a substantial increase in rate or volume of runoff leaving the site that would exceed
the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems and result in flooding?



Expose people or structures, on- or off-site, to a significant hazard of flooding as a result
of placing development within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
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Substantially decrease groundwater recharge, resulting in depressed groundwater levels
in the local and/or regional area?

Project Impacts
IMPACT 4.9-1:

Contribute to a substantial degradation of surface
or groundwater quality through project construction
or operation

SIGNIFICANCE:

Less Than Significant

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION: Less Than Significant
Project Construction Effects on Surface Water Quality
Without implementation of appropriate control measures, grading involved in preparing the
project site for construction would decrease vegetative cover and potentially increase the rate and
quantity of stormwater runoff. This would result in accelerated soil erosion and sediment
delivery to the on-site South Branch of Arcade Creek and off-site areas. This could increase the
amount of suspended solids in the creek and contribute to elevated turbidity in portions of the
Arcade Creek watershed downstream of the project site.
Additionally, leaks or upset of fuel or hydraulic fluid used in construction equipment and
outdoor storage of construction materials, or spills of paints, solvents, or other potentially
hazardous materials commonly used in construction, could degrade stormwater runoff quality
during construction. Small leaks from construction equipment and building materials would not
be expected to result in contamination of groundwater, as they would be likely to break down or
dilute in the shallow soil layer and be conveyed to surface water runoff. Small quantities of
hazardous materials would be required to be stored in compliance with applicable regulations to
prevent or contain any spills. Section 4.11, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, provides further
discussion regarding hazardous materials use and storage, and the potential for accidental release
of hazardous materials during construction and operation of the proposed project.
Proposed project grading would be completed in accordance with City of Citrus Heights
Municipal Code, Article XII., Land Grading and Erosion Control, which regulates grading such
that it minimizes damage to surrounding properties and public rights-of-way; minimizes the
degradation of water quality of waterways; minimizes the disruption of natural and authorized
drainage flows caused by clearing, grubbing, grading, filling, and excavating of land; and
minimizes sediment and pollutant runoff from other construction-related activities. In addition,
these ordinances regulate grading such that it complies with the provisions of Sacramento
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County NPDES Permit Number CA0082597, Sacramento Area Stormwater Program, issued by
the Central Valley RWQCB.
Grading would also be completed in accordance with provisions stipulated by the City Building &
Safety Division, Grading and Erosion Control Plans (City of Citrus Heights 2017). These provisions
include inclusion of existing and proposed drainage and detailed plans for any proposed drainage
structures, and interim and final plans for erosion control during and after grading, including
landscaping, cribbing, terraces, sediment retention structures, and other such means of control.
Additionally, prior to issuance of a grading permit, the applicant would be required to demonstrate
coverage for project activities under the SWRCB’s NPDES General Permit for Storm Water
Discharges Associated with Construction Activities, Order Number 2012-0006-DWQ, NPDES
Permit No. CAS000002. To obtain coverage under the permit, the project applicant would submit a
Notice of Intent with the required permit fee and prepare a SWPPP for review by the Central Valley
RWQCB. The SWPPP would include the following four major elements:
1. Identify pollutant sources, including sources of sediment, which may affect the quality of
stormwater discharges from the construction site.
2. Identify non-stormwater discharges.
3. Identify, construct, and implement in accordance with a time schedule, and maintain
BMPs to reduce or eliminate pollutants in stormwater discharges and authorized nonstormwater discharges from the construction site during construction.
4. Identify, construct, and implement in accordance with a time schedule, and assign
maintenance responsibilities for post-construction BMPs to be installed during construction
that are intended to reduce or eliminate pollutants after construction is completed.
In addition, dischargers are required to inspect construction sites before and after storms to
identify stormwater discharge from construction activity, and to identify and implement controls
where necessary.
Typical BMPs that would be appropriate to implement at the project site may include limiting
activities to certain times of year; implementing dust control procedures throughout the project
area; stabilizing cut and fill slopes as soon as possible; controlling erosion through a variety of
means such as mulch and compost blankets, riprap, and installation of sediment retention
structures (such as a sediment retention basin); and sediment control with the use of measures
such as storm drain inlet protection, vegetated buffers, fiber rolls and berms, sediment fencing,
and straw or hay bales.
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Other temporary BMPs would ensure “good housekeeping” at the project site during construction.
These would include cleaning construction equipment and preventing leakage of fluids, storing
materials away from surface water, protecting sensitive areas with sediment barriers or other
containment methods, controlling laying of concrete and washing of related equipment, and
collecting debris and gravel associated with paving operations. Adequate temporary storm drainage
controls would be provided, including on-site drainage containment, placement of silt fences around
construction areas, and constructing temporary sediment basins, as necessary.
Compliance with the City’s Land Grading and Erosion Control Ordinance and implementation of
the provisions contained in the SWPPP approved by the RWQCB would keep potential impacts to
water quality due to construction activities to less than significant by ensuring that all appropriate
and necessary BMPs are implemented to avoid or minimize the discharge of pollutants and
sediment to surface water.
Project Operation Effects on Surface Water Quality
The proposed project would include construction of 260 single-family residential dwelling units
located on both sides of the South Branch of Arcade Creek. Paving and landscaping of areas
disturbed during project grading would prevent long-term erosion-induced siltation of the creek and
downstream areas. Surface water pollutants would generally be limited to incidental leaks of oil and
grease from vehicles on driveways and roadways, as well as residual concentrations of nitrates,
nitrites, pesticides, and herbicides associated with landscaping. A total maximum daily load has been
established for Arcade Creek with respect to the insecticides diazinon and chlorpyrifos.
Approximately 23 acres of the ±56-acre project site would consist of open space uses. This
would include the South Branch of Arcade Creek and approximately 9 acres of oak woodland
habitat. The proposed multi-use trail and park site would be located within this open space area.
Retention of open space on almost half of the project site would minimize the amount of
impervious surface that could generate increases in stormwater runoff and increases in water
pollution. To manage stormwater runoff from developed areas, the project proposes to install
stormwater pipelines within Streets B, D, J, and L, and numerous drainage inlets that discharge
runoff to vegetated swales to filter stormwater from the project site before it enters the South
Branch of Arcade Creek. Urban dry-season runoff and stormwater would pass through the swales
and cobbles proposed at several locations and then surface flow into the creek. The vegetated
swales and cobbles would slow the movement of water and filter sediment and other surface water
contaminants from the runoff. This would reduce the potential for surface water contaminants to
enter the onsite South Branch of Arcade Creek and downstream areas. As a result, water quality
impacts from project operation would be less than significant.
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Project Effects on Groundwater Quality
Grading and construction for the proposed project would proceed according to the City of Citrus
Heights Land Grading and Erosion Control Ordinance and the Construction SWPPP, required
under the statewide Construction General Permit. The SWPPP would require construction to
adhere to BMPs that would minimize potential impacts from construction to groundwater
quality. Project operation would not include the use or transport of substantial quantities of
hazardous materials with the potential to result in groundwater contamination. Further discussion
of potential impacts associated with use or transport of hazardous materials is provided in
Section 4.11, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of this EIR.
The proposed project would tie into the sewer system, and would therefore result in no impacts
to groundwater as a result of septic tank failure or high groundwater septic system interaction.
The project’s BMPs would ensure that surface water quality is maintained, and would reduce the
potential for impacts to groundwater to occur as a result of pollutants delivered in stormwater
runoff. To protect the existing onsite watershed, stormwater runoff from the proposed
development areas would be routed through surface and pipe conveyance to water quality
treatment features (vegetated swales) before being discharged to an area treated with erosion
protection measures (cobbles). As described above, the swales and cobbles would slow the
movement of water and filter sediment and other surface water contaminants from the runoff,
which then surface flow to the creek. By providing water quality treatment of all runoff before it
enters the creek or infiltrates the ground surface, impacts to surface and groundwater quality
would be less than significant.
IMPACT 4.9-2:

Result in flooding as a result of increased stormwater
runoff volumes or rates that would exceed the capacity
of existing or planned stormwater infrastructure

SIGNIFICANCE:

Less Than Significant

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION:

Less Than Significant

The impact analysis, completed November 3, 2017 by Watermark Engineering (Appendix F),
analyzed the effects of the proposed project on stormwater runoff and maximum peak flows. Due
to the complex nature of the areas surrounding the South Branch of Arcade Creek, Watermark
relied upon a comparative method of analysis in order to more accurately characterize the
impacts of the proposed project on existing waterways.
Under the existing conditions analysis in Appendix F, the entire project site comprises a single
watershed. Post-development, drainage on the project site would be divided into 16 watersheds,
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ranging from 0.25 to 7 acres. Due to the increase in impervious surfaces onsite (the change from
open-space golf course to developed dwelling units and parking lots), it is expected that there
will be an increase in runoff in terms of peak flow and volume. Combined with the existing
maximum inflow of the South Branch of Arcade Creek into the project site from upstream
locations of 894.3 cfs, the maximum flow leaving the site is 992.0 cfs, which was 0.6 fewer cfs
than the existing revised condition. The rate of runoff from the project site would also be
increased, which would result in the maximum flows generated from within the project site
entering the stream channel prior to the time when the maximum flows generated from upstream
cross through the project site. Since the runoff generated from within the project site would not
combine with the peak run off from upstream, the peak flow rates in the South Branch of Arcade
Creek would be slightly reduced compared to existing conditions. It is not expected that the
increase in the rate or volume of on-site runoff would result in flooding on- or off-site.
Table 4.9-1
Summary of Total Flow at Selected Cross Sections

Node Name
1 (n0.719) (entering the
project site)
2 (n0.71)
3 (n0.672)
4 (n0.645)
5 (n0.568)
6 (n0.492)
7 (n0.379)
8 (n0.322)
9 (n0.265)
10 (n0.189)
11 (n0.114)
12 (n0.069)

Maximum Flow:
existing; cubic feet
per second (cfs)
894.3

Maximum Flow:
existing-revised; cfs
894.3

Maximum Flow:
existing + proposed;
cfs
894.3

Flow Change in cfs
(proposed –
existing-revised)
0.0

894.2
894.2
894.2
1011.8
1010.4
1009.4
1008.8
1007.4
1006.1
1009.2
1012.6

894.2
894.2
894.6
979.7
980.7
980.6
980.5
984.4
985.0
989.7
992.6

894.2
894.2
894.7
979.8
980.6
980.6
980.5
984.2
984.6
989.7
992.0

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.1
-0.1
-0.4
0.0
-0.6

Source: Appendix F

While Table 4.9-1 shows that the project could increase the maximum runoff from the project
site, the effects of this increase would be lessened by the timing of maximum peak flows from
within the project site relative to the maximum peak flows occurring in the South Branch of
Arcade Creek. The soils within the project site are classified as being within the Hydrologic Soils
Group D. These soils have a very low infiltration rate and relatively high runoff rate. Due to
these characteristics, the change from landscape/open space areas to impervious areas would not
substantially change runoff volumes but would increase runoff rates such that the maximum peak
flows from the project site would occur earlier than they do in the existing condition, and before
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the maximum peak flows in the South Branch of Arcade Creek. In other words, the increased
flows from Mitchell Farms would have already entered and passed through the channel before
the main channel peak arrives. This would reduce the maximum peak flows in the South Branch
of Arcade Creek both within the project site and downstream. Additionally, there are no known
areas subject to ponding or flooding upstream or downstream of the project site, as shown in
Exhibit 4.5-2 of the Citrus Heights General Plan EIR (City of Citrus Heights 2011). The
proposed project would not result in a significant increase in runoff volumes or peak flows and
the project would have a less-than-significant impact associated with increases in the risk of
flooding on site, upstream of the site, and downstream.
IMPACT 4.9-3:

Placement of fill or structures in the 100-year
floodplain resulting in on- or off-site flooding hazards

SIGNIFICANCE:

No Impact

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION:

No Impact

As shown in Figure 4.9-1, project construction within the 100-year floodplain would be limited to the
paved trail through the open space area, including replacement of existing pedestrian bridges and
installation of new bridges crossing the South Branch of Arcade Creek. The proposed project would
not place any structures (other than the pedestrian bridges and footings from the proposed vehicle
bridge on Street B) within the 100 year floodplain. The addition of the paved trail, bridge footings,
and the bridges within the 100-year floodplain would not substantially increase runoff rates or
volumes or impede flows within the creek. As shown in Exhibit 4.5-2 of the Citrus Heights
General Plan EIR (Citrus Heights 2011), there are no known areas subject to ponding or flooding
upstream or downstream of the project site that the project could exacerbate. Therefore, the
project will have no impact associated with onsite or offsite flooding hazards.
In some locations, the project proposes to place residential lot lines adjacent to the 100-year
floodplain boundary. The required development setbacks would provide additional protection from
onsite flooding affecting the proposed homes in the event that a storm with greater intensity than the
100-year storm occurs. Further, under the Drainage and Development Policy, the City requires that
all homes be constructed with a floor elevation a minimum of 2 feet above the 100-year flood
elevation. This also provides protection from exposure to flooding in the event that a storm with
greater intensity than the 100-year storm occurs.
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IMPACT 4.9-4:

Deplete groundwater supply.

SIGNIFICANCE:

No Impact

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION:

No Impact

As discussed in Section 4.10, Public Services and Utilities, the proposed project would receive
treated water from the Citrus Heights Water District, which obtains water from Folsom Lake
through the San Juan Water District. Thus, operation of the proposed project would not lead to
increases in pumping or consumption of groundwater.
The project site soils are of Hydrologic Group D (Appendix F), which has low infiltration rates.
Thus, the project site is not a substantial source of groundwater recharge. Further, the project
would retain the onsite South Branch of Arcade Creek and approximately 23 acres of open space
surrounding this tributary to Arcade Creek. No building pads or structures would be located
within the 100-year floodplain. These features would allow for any natural groundwater recharge
that may occur associated with this tributary and the 100-year floodplain to continue. For these
reasons, construction of the proposed project would not reduce groundwater recharge in the area.
Because the project would not consume groundwater or reduce groundwater recharge, it would
have no impact associated with depleting groundwater supply.
IMPACT 4.9-5:

Contribute to cumulative violations of water quality
standards and/or waste discharge requirements

SIGNIFICANCE:

Less Than Significant

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION:

Less Than Significant

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative hydrology and water quality impacts includes
the Arcade Creek watershed. For analysis of flooding impacts, the geographic context for localized
flooding impacts is the South Branch of Arcade Creek watershed, and for regional flooding impacts
is the Arcade Creek watershed. The Arcade Creek watershed drains approximately 38 square miles
and includes portions of the cities of Sacramento, Citrus Heights, and Roseville, with the majority
falling within Citrus Heights and areas of unincorporated Sacramento County. Arcade Creek
eventually drains into Steelhead Creek (Natomas East Main Drainage Canal).
Nearby properties (e.g., Montage Apartments, Heather Downs Apartments, and Greenback Square)
discharge stormwater onto the project site and into some of the storm drain facilities located within
the former golf course area. In addition, other cumulative projects located within the Arcade Creek
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watershed, such as Wyatt Ranch (located to the northwest) (Table 4.1-2, Figure 3-1), could
contribute to cumulative impacts to the water quality of Arcade Creek. All cumulative projects would
be subject to the strict regulations set by cities, Sacramento County, and the RWQCB that would
ensure less-than-significant impacts to water quality in Arcade Creek.
Cumulative projects identified in this analysis would result in multiple developments that could
potentially alter existing drainage patterns in a manner that could result in substantial erosion,
siltation, or on- or off-site flooding. It is reasonably foreseeable that some cumulative projects
would occur simultaneously, which would compound the impacts. Cumulative projects could be
expected to increase impervious surfaces within the area; however, each project would be
required to conform to regulations and policies resulting in each project’s reduction of
potentially polluted runoff during and after construction. Additionally, each project would be
required to maintain pre-development discharge rates and volume of runoff.
Compliance with the City’s Land Grading and Erosion Control Ordinance and implementation of
the provisions contained in the NPDES-mandated SWPPP, approved by the RWQCB, would
reduce the project’s contribution to cumulative water quality impacts due to construction activities
to less than significant by ensuring that all appropriate and necessary BMPs are implemented to
avoid or minimize the discharge of pollutants and sediment to surface water. In addition, the
project would include numerous vegetated swales to filter stormwater from the project site (postconstruction) before it enters the South Branch of Arcade Creek. Use of vegetated swales and
cobbles for water quality treatment and retaining open space across a large portion of the project
site would reduce the potential for surface water contaminants to enter the on-site South Branch of
Arcade Creek and immediate downstream areas of Arcade Creek. As a result, the project’s
contribution to cumulative operations-related water quality impacts would not be cumulatively
considerable and the impact would be less than significant.
IMPACT 4.9-6:

Result in increased numbers of residents and
structures exposed to a regional 100-year flood event
in the cumulative scenario

SIGNIFICANCE:

Less Than Significant

MITIGATION MEASURES:

None Required

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION:

Less Than Significant

The geographic scope of influence related to cumulative flooding is described in Impact 4.9-5.
Wyatt Ranch, located northwest of the project site, is within the same watershed and considered
within the project’s cumulative context. All cumulative projects would be subject to the strict
regulations set by the various cities, Sacramento County, and the RWQCB that would ensure lessthan-significant impacts to an increased risk of flooding due to Arcade Creek.
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Project construction within the floodplain would be limited to creating a vehicle bridge crossing of
the creek (Street B), improving the existing golf paths to create the paved multi-use trail through the
open space area, and installation of new pedestrian bridges and replacement of existing pedestrian
bridges that cross the South Branch of Arcade Creek. The proposed project’s contribution to
cumulative impacts associated with flooding would not be cumulatively considerable because the
stormwater runoff system has been designed for the 100-year peak runoff storm event, and the
project would result in a similar amount of runoff (i.e., intensity and flood heights) compared to
existing conditions (Appendix F). As discussed in Impact 4.9-2, the proposed project would
slightly increase the amount of stormwater runoff from the project site but would alter the timing
of the peak flow of runoff from the project site and would not increase flooding hazards. The
project would have a less-than-significant impact associated with increased flooding hazards in
the cumulative scenario.

4.9.4

Mitigation Measures

No mitigation measures are required.
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